Mono wireless headset for helmet
SKU: TEEARSETMONOMOTOBTK

Multipoint mono wireless headset with adjustable microphone and answer / end call key, IPX4
certified
THE SOUND YOU LOVE
This wireless helmet headset offers the safest and most practical way of answering incoming calls when you are travelling on a
motorcycle. Keep your smartphone safe in your pocket or backpack and answer phone calls with a simple movement. You can also listen
to navigation instructions or listen to music whilst you are on the road.
COMPONENTS
The receiver has a practical attachment to be positioned at the base of your helmet or on the collar of your biker suit. There are several
keys: on/off, which also functions as the call answer/end key, number recall and music play/pause. There are two small buttons for
lowering or increasing the volume as needed, or for changing music track.
The accessory is equipped with headphones for listening which is connected to the receiver via a cable. The adjustable microphone has
Anti Wind Noise technology : this particular system guarantees the elimination of background noise due to the wind.
IN THE SADDLE OF INNOVATION
The multipoint technology will allow you to connect two devices to this headset at the same time, allowing you to manage calls from both
smartphones.
Face sudden downpours without worries: this headset is IPX4 certified, meaning it is resistant to splashing.
FILL UP AND GET BACK ON THE ROAD
Once the charge level runs out, it is possible to charge the receiver through the USB-Micro USB cable included in the package. You will be
able to get back in the saddle with a full tank of power.
FEATURES:
Wireless headset
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Multipoint technology
IPX4 certification (resistant to splashing)
Adjustable microphone with Anti Wind Noise technology
Headphones for listening
Receiver with keys for managing calls and music
USB cable - Micro USB charging included in the package
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Mono wireless headset for helmet
SKU: TEEARSETMONOMOTOBTK

Details
EAN: 8018417252754
Included accessories: Charging cable
Recharging cable: USB/Micro-USB
Finishing/Feature: IPX4 certification
Buttons: Volume control / Multifunction
Coupling mode: Clip
Audio sound (mono/stereo): Mono
Microphone: Flexible
Working Time: 10 hours
Standby time: 100 hours
Battery capacity: 240 mAh
Technology: Multipoint / Anti Wind Noise / Wireless V 4.2
Sensitivity: 38 dB
Frequency range: 100Hz - 20KHz
Impedance: 16 Ohm
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